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Abstract. With the growing interest in wireless medical implants, effi-
cient and secure intra-body communication becomes mandatory. A promis-
ing technique is the Galvanic Coupling (GC) communication. This re-
search area is in constant evolution but despite this, currently there is
no complete miniaturized transceiver architecture solution proposed in
the literature. In this paper, we present the first fully-miniaturized GC
transceiver architecture based on off-the-shelf components considering
implantability constrains such as size and power consumption. The trans-
mitter consists of a micro-controller, a Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS)
for analog sine wave generation and an amplifier. The receiver is made
of a two-stage analog amplification chain. The first stage is a instrumen-
tation amplifier and the second stage is made of a operational amplifier
(Op Amp). Two versions of the receiver has been designed with two in-
strumentation amplifiers. The design has been tested using a phantom,
in a on-body to on-body and an implanted to implanted configurations.
The proposed architecture is a compromise between implantation con-
straints (components area of 0.75 cm² and maximum consumption 18
mA) and maximum transmission frequency (800 kHz). The intra-body
communication has been validated for various distances (up to 60 cm),
four different electrodes relative orientations and in different settings (on
body and intra-body).
. . .

Keywords: body area network, galvanic coupling, intra-body commu-
nication, transceiver

1 Introduction

Human body communication is a research topic that has gained interest with the
development of active medical implants and the need for dedicated communica-
tion techniques in a context of implanted sensor network. A promising solution
is the galvanic coupling (GC) communication. The basic principle consists in
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using biological tissue as a medium for modulated electrical signals. The signal
is transmitted and received through the tissue using two pairs of electrodes. GC
is a strong competitor to obvious solution, that is radio-frequency (RF) commu-
nication technique. Indeed GC has several advantages. At first, it is a secured
technique as the transmission channel is limited to the body, on contrary to RF
communications which can be received by any system close enough to the trans-
mitter. Then, GC doesn’t need for antenna. It is a significant benefit compare to
RF, because antenna size Vs efficiency trade-off can be a challenge considering
active implant application. In addition as mentioned in [1], it is commonly as-
sumed that GC is less power consuming because it doesn’t need for same power
greedy components as for RF designs.

A main topic related to GC is the finite-element modeling and simulation of
the communication channel, which is the human body [2, 3]. These works aim
at estimating the impact of body composition by differentiating conductivity
and permittivity of its various constitutive elements such as blood, bone, skin,
muscle and fat on the communication performances, such as path loss. We can
also find in the literature several works related to the communication protocol
definition according to the GC application [4]. In addition the effect of electrodes
positioning based on vertical and horizontal dipoles is also studied [5–7]. From
hardware implementation point, [4, 6] propose two designs of GC transceivers
using off-the-shelf components but these designs are not made considering im-
plantable constraints such as size and power consumption. [1,8] present the most
advanced research developments as they describe some implantable designs. [8]
presents a high data-rate capsule for endoscopy as [1] introduces an innovative
galvanic impulse link. Both designs have been done for intra-body communi-
cation resulting in small and low-power systems. In addition they have been
validated intra-body. It has to be noticed that the implanted systems are only
transmitters. The receiver part has not been implemented probably because it
isn’t useful for the application or maybe to reduce the size and consumption of
the whole systems.

This publication introduces the first fully-miniaturized transceiver architec-
ture based on off-the-shelf components for multi case studies of intra-body com-
munication (implanted to on-body, on-body to implanted, on-body to on-body,
implanted to implanted) in order to make it implantable while targeting the
higher communication frequency to increase the data rate. The second section
is the materials and methods section, presenting the proposed transceiver archi-
tecture and the validation protocols. Tests and validation results are presented
in the third section. As the fourth section proposes a discussion on the results
and more generally the topic of implantable GC transceiver.
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Fig. 1. Transmission (Tx) architecture.

Fig. 2. Receiver (Rx) architecture.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Transceiver Architecture

In order to design an implantable transceiver using off-the-shelf components,
it is mandatory to have the smallest and less consuming components and the
smallest number of components for limiting size and power consumption.

The transmitter architecture is given by “Fig. 1”. It is composed of digital
and analog parts. The analog sinewave is generated by a Direct Digital Synthe-
sizer (DDS). DDS enables to generate various sinewave frequencies from 1Hz to
few MHz. Few modulation types can also be implemented using a DDS, such
as frequency, phase or amplitude modulations. The smallest DDS (AD9837, 10
Lead LFCSP 3× 3mm) with a 16MHz oscillator has been chosen for our archi-
tecture. The DDS needs to be driven by a micro-controller. For size and power
consumption considerations, the choice fell on one of the STM32 low power fam-
ily, with relatively small amount of memory and small functioning frequency
(STM32L051T6Y6, 32kB and 32MHz, 88µAMHz−1). In addition the smallest
package has been chosen (WLCSP 2.6× 2.8mm). This component will drive the
DDS to change it’s frequency. Again, for reduced number of components, a single
supply has been chosen. The Tx board is battery powered at 3.3V through a reg-
ulator and all are powered by a 3.7V lithium battery in order to have a ground
dissociation from earth ground. The DDS output amplitude is only 0.6Vpp, so an
Operational Amplifier (Op Amp) has been implemented to rise it to 3.2Vpp. The
Op Amp shall have a high bandwidth and high slew rate (ADA4891, 240MHz
and 170V µS−1). The electrode is connected between Vout and the ground. The
total area covered by components is 0.45 cm2.

The receiver architecture (“Fig. 2”) is only composed by analog components,
as we assume in a whole transceiver system that the micro-controller is shared
between Tx and Rx. It is a two-stage amplification. The gain settings is then
noted as follow: (Gain 1; Gain 2), for example (2;100) for a global gain of 200.
The first amplification stage is made of an Instrumentation Amplifier (In Amp).
The gain of the In Amp is set by Rg resistor. The second amplification is done
using a low noise Op Amp (LT6233-10, GBW 375MHz,1.9nVHz−2)). The output
signal can be sampled by the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) of the micro-
controller. The Rx has also a single supply of 3.3V.

In Amp is a sensitive element of the whole system as it has to amplify a
very small signal coming out of the biological tissue, while it is limited by its
Gain-Bandwidth product (GBW). The selection criteria were the GBW, a single
supply for operation around 3.3V, limited current consumption, availability and
Common Mode Voltage needed. According to this criteria, two In Amp have
been selected: AD623 from Analog Devices and INA823 from Texas Instrument.
They are pin to pin compatible and correspond to our requirement. So it has been
decided to test both components. The electrode is connected between In+ and
In - of the In Amp. The In Amp need a reference voltage at Vcc/2. This voltage
cannot be set with a simple voltage divider due to the internal schematics of
the In Amp. With this method, the resistor will be taken into account by the In
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Amp and downgrades is performance. The solution is to use a buffer (AD8031)
between the voltage divider and the In Amp with some anti-parasitic capacitors.
The total area covered by component for the Rx board is 0.30 cm2.

2.2 Test Methods

The tests have several purposes. At first Tx and Rx have been tested and
characterized independently. Tx has been connected to an oscilloscope (Agi-
lent DSO6014A) for functioning signal observation. Signal amplitude and power
consumption have been measured for frequencies varying from 30kHz to 2MHz.
For Rx testing, a signal generator (TTI TG5011) has been connected to its input.
A 10mVpp-amplitude sinewave with a frequency varying from 1kHz to 2MHz
has been provided to Rx. Rx output has been observed using an oscilloscope and
the consumption measured using a current monitor (ST X-NUCLEO-LPM01A).
According to the smallest amplitude of few mV that can be expected as Rx
input signal, the Rx gain has been set to 200 ((2;100) or (1;200)) in order to
obtain a signal of few hundreds of mV to 2V in order to make it high enough
for post-processing without saturating Rx output. The total gain has been set
to these values for the whole tests.

Then the next objective of experiments was to validate the feasibility of a
GC communication using the whole proposed architecture. The third purpose
was to set-up various hardware configurations to compare the two previously
mentioned In Amps (AD623, INA823) and to characterize the system perfor-
mances in terms of gain, noise and bandwidth. To reach these objectives, we
have considered two measurement set-ups regularly described in the literature
which are communication on a arm (“Fig.3”) and communication in a phantom.
The phantom is made of tap water with 0.9% of Sodium Chloride (NaCl). To
vary the conductivity, the tests have also been done using tap water without
any added sodium. The phantom conductivity has been measured from 1kHz
to 1MHz using Zurich Instruments impedance analyzer MFIA and the Gravity
conductivity sensor from DFrobot (K=10).

In addition, as the long-term purpose of this study is the deployment of a sen-
sor network implanted in a fish, two additional test configurations have been set
up, a GC communication through a Dicentrarchus labrax (European sea Bass)
and a GC communication through a and Thunnus thynnus (Bluefin tuna), they
are respectively presented by “Fig. 4” and “Fig. 5” . Both communications can
be assimilated to implant-to-implant communications as they have been done
using implanted electrodes. Based on these additional tests, we have studied the
possibility to communicate through fish muscles, the impact of electrodes rela-
tive orientation (“Fig.6”) and the distance between electrodes. The Rx output
signals have been analyzed using an oscilloscope and a spectral analyzer (Analog
Discovery 2 and Waveform software).

For on-body test, the electrode used is Covidien ECG electrodes ref : 31.1245.21.
As presented in “Fig. 3”, the electrode pairs are separated by 20cm and have
a distance between contacts of 4cm . Conductive gel has been used to ensure a
good contact between electrode and skin. For the phantom and implanted-in-fish
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Fig. 3. On-body to on-body GC communication on a arm.

Fig. 4. a) GC communication in an European sea bass. b) Flexible electrode.c) Im-
planted electrode
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Fig. 5. a) GC communication in a Bluefin Tuna. b) Tx implanted Electrode. c) Rx
Implanted Electrode

Fig. 6. Electrodes relative orientation, Tx on head side, Rx on tail side
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tests, the electrode used is an implantable, bio-compatible, flexible electrode [9]
developed for bio-impedance measurement application“Fig. 4b”. For GC com-
munication, only the two bigger pads are used.

3 Results

3.1 Tx and Rx Independent Tests

Tx output signal has been measured at 3.2Vpp. The total consumption during
an transmission is 15mA equally distributed between the micro-controller, the
DDS and the Op Amp.“Fig. 7” presents the Rx gain in dB for the two In Amp
and the two gain settings. We observe that INA823 has a largest bandwidth
whatever the gain value.”Tab. 1” summarizes Rx characterization. The Rx power
consumption includes the two amplification stages and the reference Op Amp
consumptions. It appears that the consumption is independent of the frequency
or gain selection.

Fig. 7. Rx Gain Versus Frequency.

3.2 Through Arm GC Communication

AD623 has a better amplitude answer whereas INA823 still has a higher max-
imum gain frequency (“Fig. 8”). The path loss in the arm depends of the fre-
quency. It varies from -71dBV @30kHz and -53dBV @600kHz.
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Table 1. Rx characterization summary

Reference In Amp Current
consumption (µA)

Board Current
consumption
(mA)

Max Gain fre-
quency (KHz)

Gain

AD623 435 2,4
570 1;200
380 2;100

INA823 305 2,47
800 1;200
750 2;100

Fig. 8. Rx output signal amplitude in arm.

Fig. 9. Rx output signal gain in phantom
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3.3 GC Communication in the Phantom

“Fig. 11” presents the conductivity of a buffer solution ( 12.88 mS cm−1 at
2.7kHz) and the phantom for tap water with and without added sodium, from
1kHz to 1MHz. Conductivity is frequency dependent. Tap water, according to
the local legislation, has a conductivity lower than 1mS cm−1 at 2.7kHz and
increases at higher frequency due to the naturaly present ions. Adding 0.9% of
Sodium Chloride (NaCl), conductivity increase and NaCl combined with present
ion’s in tap water induces a higher conductivity in high frequency.

Test with this water (tap and salted) induced better results in upper fre-
quencies. The noise parameter is the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The noise
decreases as frequency increases, so the result as the same profile than the gain
(“Fig. 10”). The higher the frequency is, the better the performances are. The
system gain and SNR reach their highest values at 600kHz for AD623 and 800kHz
for INA823.“Fig. 9”

Fig. 10. Rx output signal SNR in phantom.

3.4 GC Communication in Fishes

European Sea Bass “Fig. 12” presents the Rx output signal after a (2;100)
gain amplification using AD623 as an input In Amp, for four relative orienta-
tions of the electrodes. First of all, the GC communication is feasible in all the
orientation cases. For the four cases, we observe an increase of the received sig-
nal amplitude with the increasing frequency. The maximum amplitude is still
around 600kHz. Position 1 has a maximum amplitude of 1.7V, which is much
higher than the other positions which have a maximum amplitude between 0.2
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Fig. 11. Conductivity function of frequency for different type of liquid

and 0.5V. Assuming that it is because contacts of the two electrodes face each
other and the electric field lines follow the muscle fibers which are known to be
anisotropic.

Bluefin Tuna “Fig. 13” provides the test results for GC communication in a
bluefin tuna. Two distances (20cm, 60cm) between electrodes have been tested
with also two relative orientation (position 1, position 2) and two gain settings
((1;200),(2;100)). The first observation is that the GC communication is effec-
tive even at 60cm. We observe that the conductivity increases with increasing
frequency. Like for the test on the European sea bass, the position 1 provides
higher received signal amplitude. The signal amplitude compared to the previ-
ous fish, at 20cm, in same electrode position is higher in the bluefin tuna. The
conclusion about that is at a same frequency, distance and position, the conduc-
tivity is better in the tuna than in the European sea bass. So we assume that
the conductivity value varies according to the species.

4 Discussion

The initial purpose of this study was to design the first GC transceiver using off-
the-shelf components for implant to implant, implant to on-body and on-body
to on-body communications. In order to reach this first and main objective, it
is mandatory to limit the number and size of components as the size and con-
sumption of the whole system. The total components area is 0.75cm2. Regarding
the whole transceiver size, we currently work on the design of the board and we
assume to obtain an area around 3cm2 which allows to expect the system to be
implanted.
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Fig. 12. Output Rx signal amplitude on a sea bass in different position

Fig. 13. Output Rx signal amplitude on a Bluefin tuna in different position
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The total average consumption is 315µA and the current consumption peak
are 15mA for Tx and 2,7mA for the Rx.

The GC transceiver specifications are notably the transmission frequency and
distance. The system allows to communicate from 1kHz to 800kHz. The maxi-
mum frequency is limited by the In Amp GBW. As a consequence, it should be
difficult to implement applications such as endoscopy which needs to transmit at
MHz frequency to enable video transmission. In order to upgrade the proposed
architecture in terms of maximum transmission frequency, it becomes manda-
tory to replace the In Amp by a more complex amplification stage made of more
components and an additional supply voltage which would induce a higher con-
sumption and size. Two In Amps have been tested. It appears that the INA823
has a larger GBW while the AD623 has a better amplification.

5 Conclusion and perspectives

We have shown that it is possible to propose a fully miniaturized architecture for
GC only with discrete components. Size and consumption depend only on desired
frequency and data rate. The proposed architecture responds to a range of size,
consumption and frequencies that has been validated in several experimental
setting, demonstrating the feasibility of intra - extra body communication.

We assume that Tx consumption can be drastically reduced to few mA by
redesigning the architecture. There are several redesign possibilities, such as re-
moving the DDS to generate a single frequency signal using the micro-controller,
switching-off a maximum number of components when there isn’t any transmis-
sion or reception and transmission duration.

In order to increase the transmission distance, it becomes mandatory to im-
plement a transmission protocol such as the promising DSSS DPSK. The im-
plementation of Rx programmable gain could also permit to increase the trans-
mission distance. As the living tissue conductivity increases with increasing fre-
quency, we could expect a longer transmission distance while increasing the
transmission frequency.
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